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ABSTRACT
We have designed and implemented a prototype system to aid in the surgical repair of congenital aural atresia. A
two-level segmentation algorithm was first developed to separate tissues of similar intensity or low tissue contrast.
Then an interactive visualization modular was built to display the labeled tissues. The system allows a 3-stage
interactive planning in which positioning, marking and drilling simulates the surgical operation of congenital atresia
repair. A voxel-based volume CSG operation was implemented to ensure the efficiency of interactive planning. Six
patients with congenital aural atresia underwent virtual planning in preparation for surgery. This technique has
proved to be a valuable planning tool, with the potential for virtual representation of the surgical reconstruction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Surgical repair of congenital aural atresia is challenging and complex. Preoperative computerized tomography (CT)
is essential in surgical planning. Conventional two-dimensional (2D) CT demonstrates the key anatomic structures,
including the stapes, middle ear space, inner ear, and facial nerve. However, 2D CT is limited in its ability to
represent the spatial relationships between these important structures. For example, an aberrant facial nerve, a retrodisplaced temporomandibular joint, or a low-lying tegmen tympani might make surgical reconstruction difficult or
impossible. Three-dimensional (3D) information would be very helpful for planning surgical therapy for congenital
aural atresia.
Traditionally, 3D anatomical relationships are surmised by mentally integrating sequential 2D CT slice images. The
task has been made easier with the advent of 3D computer graphical visualization techniques and high-resolution
spiral CT scanning, wherein 3D images (either surface-based or volume-based) are reconstructed from sequential
slice images and displayed on a computer screen. Three-dimensional relationships between adjacent organs can be
shown by interactively manipulating these virtual organs in the screen using a mouse or some other interactive
devices. Past decade have seen many applications of such techniques in almost every area of medicine, including
otology.
Surgery for congenital aural atresia is challenging in part because of the complex anatomy of the structures within
the temporal bone. Understanding the 3D relationships of these structures is necessary for a safe surgical repair[?
Three dimensional reconstructions have previously allowed us to display the surface contour anatomy of the
temporal bone” *21,and this has occasionally been helpful for judging the feasibility of surgical reconstruction,
However, the internal structures within the temporal bone (e.g., facial nerve, stapes) are more critical to the success
of this type of surgery, and 3D CT reconstruction of the internal anatomy of the temporal bone has yet to be
performed. One goal of this project was to devise a method of depicting the 3D relationships within the temporal
bone. A two-level segmentation scheme was developed in order to differentiate adjacent structures within the bone.
An interactive tool is used to mark essential structures that could not be separated by segmentation alone. By
utilizing the functions of 3D reconstruction and interactive display, this application has been shown to support a
simulation of the surgical procedure for congenital aural atresia.
In this paper, a virtual surgical planning system for congenital aural atresia is described. The design of the prototype
system and its basic functions are outlined. Details of its implementation are presented, including two-level
segmentation scheme and interactive rendering method based on BSP (binary space-partitioning) -tree construction
of polygons and voxel-based volume CSG (Constructive Solid Geometry) operation. Six patients underwent the
surgical planning with the aid of this system, and preliminary results are reported.
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2. VIRTUAL

SURGICAL PLANNING FOR CONGENTIAL

AURAL ATRESIA

We designed a prototype system to simulate the surgical repair of congenital aural atresia. Just as in other medical
applications, this system allows the user to reconstruct and display key anatomic. Different structures are assigned
different colors that are user definable and adjustable, and each structure can be rendered transparent or opaque, also
user-controllable. In an ideal 3D reconstruction of temporal bone, all relevant structures are represented in a single
view with the surrounding bone rendered transparent and the important internal structures (the inner ear, stapes, and
facial nerve) rendered in contrasting opaque colors (color plot 1). A virtual trackball provides the user with full 3D
control to visualize the structures on the screeni4].Using these basic functions, a fully simulation of the surgical
repair of congenital aural atresia, from planning to a virtual surgery, is supported by the system.
The surgical repair of congenital aural atresia consists of several steps: drilling a new external auditory canal in the
temporal bone, creating a new meatus in the concha, forming a new eardrum using temporalis fascia, and re-lining
the bony canal with a skin graft. An essential aspect of surgical planning is to define a path from outer cortex to the
inner ear, and to visualize the important internal structures and their spatial relationships. For 3D representation of
the new external auditory canal, we create a cylinder which has the axis and the diameter of the new canal. The
design is a three-step process. First the cylinder is interactively positioned and adjusted to form clear path within the
temporal bone toward the inner ear. Next the area of temporal bone within the volume of the cylinder is assigned a
different color from its original one. Next to it, the areas within the cylinder volume, say, those colored differently in
step 2, are removed from temporal bone to form the external auditory canal. The first step is an interactive procedure
to plan surgery virtually and visually. If a possible path does exist, a warning display in next step will show the
surgeon which parts of temporal bone will be removed and if this removal will violate important surrounding
structures. As a further check, removing those marked areas represents the possible result after virtual surgery. These
steps (positioning, warning, and drilling) are repeated and estimates are given based on visual presentation at each
stage of surgical planning. Figure 1 outlines the functional construction of the system.

Reconstruction& Rendering
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Virtual Surgery

Stage-2:Warning

Stage-3: Drilling
Figure 1. Functional construction of the prototype system

The implementation technique of the surgical planning is described below.

3. IMPLEMENTATAION
In order to implementing a system that supports functions described, the problems that relate to the temporal bone
are segmentation and the efficiency of interactive operation and render. These are discussed in this section.
3.1

Segmentation

Segmentation is the basis to almost all medical applications. The problem with 3D CT of the temporal bone is that
the relevant anatomic structures (stapes, facial nerve) are difficult to separate from the bone which surrounds them.
Different structures within the temporal bone have similar intensity values and are difficult

to separate because of the
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complex anatomy of the ear and the low tissue contrast of the CT image. A two-level segmentation scheme was
developed to solve this problem.
During low-level processing, the region of ear can be roughly extracted by removing the outside background with the
help of region-growing technique since the background is of very low intensity value on CT. The voxels in the ear
region are then segmented into several classesusing a segmentation methodL3].One method classifies voxels baseson
their local intensity value vector. In this study, all intensity values of the second-order neighbor for a given voxel
consist of its local vector (note that the neighbor is defined in three-dimensional space). Local vectors associated
with all the voxels in the ear region form a series of vectors. Then, the well-known principle of components analysis
is employed to extract feature vector series from the series of local vector. The feature vectors are clustered by a
modified self-adaptive on-line vector quantization algorithm. Finally, the voxels are classified according to the
classification of their feature vectors. The segmentation result is represented by a stack of slice images where voxels
in the same class are assigned with unique integer value.
During high-level processing, seeds for regions of the soft tissue, bone, and pneumatized spaces of the ear are first
determined manually. Then the associated volumes are obtained from the previous segmentation results using the 3D
region-growing technique. The canal and the cochlea possessa similar intensity value to the soft tissue in CT image.
They are labeled the same value as soft tissue in the segmentation result. Since they are surrounded by bone, which is
in a different segmentation class, they can be delineated manually by tracing the edge contour between the two
classes in each slice image. The stapes can similarly be delineated since it is surrounded by the pneumatized space.
These steps are relatively non-labor intensive becausethe volume of the labyrinth and the stapes is small.
The facial nerve travels in a complex course and only a small segment of it can be seen from on each CT image. The
3D image of the facial nerve must be extracted manually by an otologist using a special graphical tool. At present,
the tool is less than satisfactory, and it is time-consuming to delineate the facial nerve in each patient.
3.2

3D Interactive

Rendering

Our rendering is surface based. Polygons that fit the surfaces of structures are extracted using traditional Marching
Cubes approach[41.Because of the complexity of structures, millions of polygons would be generated at the step. It
would be a burdensome and expensive to rendering these polygons interactively to get the view at stage 1 (see Fig 1).
Getting the view at stage 2 is a little more complex as those polygons within the volume of cylinder will be assigned
a color different from its original one. So an intersection test will be done before polygons enter the rendering
pipeline. The most complex situation is at stage 3 where those polygons within the volume of cylinder will be
subtract to form the external auditory canal. A processing can do by just throwing away all those polygons which
have not passed the test. As our rendering is surface based, such simple processing will result in a scene that the
intersection surface of cylinder and temporal bone will not be capped. A proper processing needs CSG operation that
extracts object cylinder from object temporal bone. In the interest of efficiency, we organized the generated polygons
in a BSP-treei6]. The intersection test is done in its leaf nodes, and on this data structure, a voxel-based CSG
subtraction is implemented to get the results at stage 3.
3.2.1 BSP-tree construction

As Marching Cubes method provides a local solution to iso-surface extraction, the total number of polygons in an
given area in 3D space can be calculated by first coding each voxel in the area; then indexing into a built-in look-up
table, where the code just get being an entry; and finally summing up all polygons in each voxel. An axis-aligned
area in 3D space is identified by its front-low-left corner and back-up-right corner. Let num(xo,yo,~o,xl,yr,zl)be such a
function that returns the number of polygons in an area, where (xo,yo,z~Jand (xl,yl,zl) is the coordinates of front-lowleft corner and back-up-right corner. Let np be the returned value.
The BSP-tree construction begins by taking the original data set as a root node. It is represented by (QQO,
dimx,dimy,dimz,n,) where parameters dimx, dimy and dimz are the resolution of the original data set, and np is the
total number of polygons in it. A binary subdivision will occur on this node that geometrically divides it into two
sub-nodes if np is greater than a given constant no. The binary sub-division operation is recursively applied to each
sub-node till np of this sub-node is less than or equal to no, then such sub-node is a leaf in the constructed tree.
When subdividing a node, it happens using a Cartesian plane perpendicular to an axis that is of the maximum length
in that direction of the node. Let (xo,yo,zo,xI,yI,zI,np)be a node in the tree, without lost of generality, let x-axle be the
direction that the plane will be perpendicular to. The position where the subdivision takes place is determined by
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accumulating number of polygons slice by slice in the node area along x direction till the accumulated number
reaches the half of np. A more accurate expression is depicted in Figure 2 and described in a C procedure. In the
procedure, n,,, is the currently accumulated number of polygons. Processing on y- and z-axes cases is similar to that
on x-axis.
nact = 0;
for (i=xo; i<xi; i++) (
nslice = num(i,yo,zo~
i+l,ylA);
nact += &lice;
if nacc < nd2 continue;
else {
if (Inaccrid21< Inacc+n~iice-nd2l)
clip-plane = Xi-1 ;
else clip-plane = Xi;

node(xO,yO,zO,xl,y 1,z 1,n,):
(Xi,YlJl)

num(%i,yo,~,

(Xi-19Y1Z1)

(Xl,YlJl)

Xi,Yl,Zl)

Figure 2. Geometricalsubdivisionof a node
Such construction generates a BSP-tree with almost balanced depth of tree and almost balanced number of polygons
in each leaf node. For each leaf node, Marching Cubes algorithm is applied to extract the polygons in it. The
extracted polygons are sorted in z-y-z order and stored in the leaf node. Meanwhile, a minimum Cartesian axisaligned box that bounds all polygons is determined, which will be used in the following processes.
3.2.2. Volume CSG subtraction

The traditional CSG operation is surface based. CSG objects are usually rendered through the use of ray casting, or
through the construction of a boundary representation (B-rep)[7’8’91.However, neither is very applicable for this
application. Besides the fact that millions of polygons will be generated, surgical planning is an aggressive procedure
that requires serial adjustments to re-position the cylinder or change its geometric parameters before the final plan is
made. Ray casting is slow at rendering a complex scene with millions of polygons. The B-rep model is not applicable
for interactive operation, since the B-rep model will be generated before it can be manipulated. Any adjustment of
cylinder will cause to refer to the re-generation procedure, which is very slow. Some CSG operation may be
implemented by exploiting advanced graphical rendering techniques, such as OpenGL supported multi-pass
rendering[“‘. However, such applications are in efficiency because the polygons will be rendered two or even more
times before the last view can be obtained.
We present here a voxel-based solution in which the solid volume of the temporal bone and the solid canal,
represented by cylinder, are voxelized first, then a volume CSG operation is applied on these voxelized objects. This
CSG subtraction is performed not in the original space of data set, which would consume resources, but in the leaf
nodes of BSP-tree. At the end, the Marching Cubes algorithm is applied on each node if the subtraction operation
occurs in it. A detailed description of the approach is given below.
The kernel to this approach is voxel-based solid geometry subtraction, then follow a re-generation process. First we
obtain the volume representation of temporal bone and cylinder, where the voxel representation of temporal bone
had been described in subsection 3.1 The surface-represented canal cylinder can be easily transformed to a voxel-
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based volume representation by performing a voxelization procedure! After that, a minimum axis-aligned Cartesian
box is determined which bounds the volume cylinder. This bounding box is then divided into blocks along the
boundary of each leaf node in the BSP-tree, each block belonging to a leaf node. Figure 3 depicts such a division.
The right-hand part in figure 3 is a detail of leaf node A, where a minimum bounding box is calculated that closes the
cylinder volume in that node, and the minimum bounding box of temporal bone in the node is also determined. Let
BCT and BTA be these two bounding boxes. The intersection area BCAnBTA is where solid subtraction and regeneration occurs. In the area, the logical subtraction value(temporal-bone) - value(cylinder) determines the new
view shape after drilling, and re-generation process gives its new surface description. Before this process, a backup
procedure is applied that backs up those generated polygons fitting the original surface of temporal bone, so it can be
re-used after any other adjustment. The description of this algorithm is given as following:

BTA: bounding box of temporal bone in block A
BCA: bounding box of cylinder in block A
BCA - BTA = BCA n BTA

Figure 3: volume CSG subtraction in BSP-tree leaf node

algorithm
calculate the minimum bounding box of the whole cylinder;
separate the minimum bounding box into blocks using leaf node as clippers
FOR each separated blocks DO (
determine the intersection area of bounding box of cylinder and bounding box of tissue polygons;
backup generated polygons in the intersection area;
subtract operation in the intersection area;
re-generate polygons in the intersection area;
rendering;

4. RESULT
The prototype system is implemented in SGI workstation. Six patients with congenital aural atresia underwent 3D
CT scanning with 3D reconstructions and virtual surgical planning. Two of these patients had bilateral atresia and
four had unilateral atresia. Three of the patients underwent surgery and had good results. In these patients, the 3D
reconstructions proved to be highly predictive of anatomy encountered at surgery. Two ears had unfavorable
anatomy-one had severe deformity (unilateral) and one moderately severe (the second side in a bilateral case). The
3D CT clearly demonstrate that surgical reconstruction would not be feasible in one of these ears, an unlikely to
yield a good result in the other, and surgery was avoid in both. The 3D reconstructions demonstrated the course of
the facial nerve more graphically than could be done on conventional 2D CT, and helped to provide an accurate
assessmentof the preoperative risk. Two patients are still awaiting atresia surgery, which will be performed after
they undergo first-stage microtia repair.

5. CONCLUSION
The accurate spatial rendering provided by 3D CT is a significant improvement over conventional 2D CT in
planning this complex and difficult surgical procedure. We designed and implemented a prototype system to aid in
the surgical repair of congenital aural atresia. This system allows a virtual surgical simulation in which external
auditory canal is defined and “drilled” from outer cortex to the middle ear. This virtual representation, as well as the
ability to visualize the spatial anatomic relationships between important internal structures, provides a realistic model
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of what is encountered at surgery. The two-level segmentation scheme is novel and is both adaptive and interactive.
Several patients with congenital aural atresia underwent virtual planning in preparation for surgery. This technique
has proved to be a valuable planning tool, which provides distinct advantages over conventional 2D and surfacecontour 3D CT reconstructions.
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Color Plot 1 and 2: inner ear structure: cochlea, malleus, stapes, and (Plot 2) facial nerve

Color Plot 3: Position (stage 1, transparent presentation)

Color Plot 5: Virtual Surgery: Warning (stage 2)
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Color Plot 4: Virtual Surgery: Positioning (stage 1)

Color Plot 6: Virtual Surgery: Drilling (stage 3)

